
 

 
 

ELM PARK DEVELOPMENTS – LIST OF REPRESENTATIONS IN PLAN ORDER 
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LPO4 DEVELOPMENT BOUNDARIES POLICIES 
 

529 Elm Park 
Holdings 
(Development
s) 

4 4.4 
LP04 

Object Development boundary of 
Clenchwarton is clearly 
incorrectly drawn and should 
be amended to reflect what 
housing areas exist in the 
village and include the 
commitment for 40 new 
dwellings being added to the 
village. Policy LP04 defines 
these development boundaries 
and supporting text states that 
“the development boundaries 
are used to indicate the 
distinction between largely 
built up areas of settlements 
where development is generally 
acceptable, and areas of the 
countryside and areas of more 
sporadic buildings considered 
generally less suitable for new 
development, and where a 
more restrictive approach will 
be applied”.  

Areas outside these 
boundaries are considered 
countryside, clearly an 
inapproprate designation 
for such areas. We 
consider there are almost 
200 houses (including the 
commited site) excluded 
from the development 
boundary of 
Clenchwarton. 

Not specified  Yes Noted. Detailed changes to individual settlement 
boundaries were considered during the 
plan making prcess (E8). Setting linear boundaries 
is always a matter of judgement and in many cases 
this may vary between mapping, Google and/ or 
site visits. 

No change https://west-norfolk-
consult.objective.co.uk/
kse/event/36371/peopl
esubmissions/section/s1
625822757700?consulta
tion=s1625822757700 
 

530 Elm Park 
Holdings 
(Development
s) 

4 4.4 
LP04 

Object Areas we believe should be 
included as part of the 
settlement boundary of 
Clenchwarton. These areas 
should be included as part of 
the settlement, either 
connected to the existing 
boundary or as a separate 
defined area of the village.  

Other rural areas across 
the district have more 
than one defined 
settlement shown on the 
proposals map 
unconnected to one 
another: for example 
Congham, Roydon which 
has three settlement 
boundaries, and also 
Stowbridge and Terrington 
St Clement to name a few. 
There is no clear reason 
why these houses that are 
part of the village should 
be excluded from the 
defined boundary. 

Not specified  Yes Noted. Detailed changes to individual settlement 
boundaries were considered during the 
plan making prcess (E8). Setting linear boundaries 
is always a matter of judgement and in many cases 
this may vary between mapping, Google and/ or 
site visits. 

No change https://west-norfolk-
consult.objective.co.uk/
kse/event/36371/peopl
esubmissions/section/s1
625822757700?consulta
tion=s1625822757700 
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531 Elm Park 
Holdings 
(Development
s) 

4 4.4 
LP04 

Object Existing houses and the area of 
those with extant consent are 
in some instances closer to the 
facilities in the village such as 
the convenience store and 
Clenchwarton Community 
Primary School on Main Road 
than the proposed site 
allocations at the extreme edge 
of the existing settlement 
boundary. 

The Development 
Boundary Changes 
document that forms part 
of the Evidence Base for 
the Local Plan clearly 
shows that in most 
instances where existing 
development connects 
houses and their curtilage 
to one another they are 
defined within the 
development boundary of 
that village. 

Not specified  Yes Noted. Detailed changes to individual settlement 
boundaries were considered during the 
plan making prcess (E8). Setting linear boundaries 
is always a matter of judgement and in many cases 
this may vary between mapping, Google and/ or 
site visits. 

No change https://west-norfolk-
consult.objective.co.uk/
kse/event/36371/peopl
esubmissions/section/s1
625822757700?consulta
tion=s1625822757700 
 

532 Elm Park 
Holdings 
(Development
s) 

4 4.4 
LP04 

Object Clenchwarton is a key rural 
service centre within the 
settlement hierarchy. These 
villages are identified within the 
hierarchy as suitable for 
accommodating a high level of 
development which will help to 
sustain the wider community, 
selected on the basis of the 
presence of a primary 5 school, 
healthcare facilities, a range of 
services that can meet basic 
day-to-day needs and a level of 
public transport that can enable 
access to and from the 
settlement. The hierarchy 
qualifies that a key rural service 
centre settlement must first link 
with a school, as village schools 
are core facilities. Additionally a 
convenience store should be 
present, and preferably a 
doctors’ surgery. 

The above is taken from 
the Consideration of the 
Settlement Hierarchy 
document. The Further 
Consideration of the 
Settlement Hierarchy 
document shows 
Clenchwarton having a 
primary school, a 
convenience store and 
public transport, and a 
population of 2,171. 

Not specified  Yes Noted. Detailed changes to individual settlement 
boundaries were considered during the 
plan making prcess (E8). Setting linear boundaries 
is always a matter of judgement and in many cases 
this may vary between mapping, Google and/ or 
site visits. 

No change https://west-norfolk-
consult.objective.co.uk/
kse/event/36371/peopl
esubmissions/section/s1
625822757700?consulta
tion=s1625822757700 
 

CLENCHWARTON 
 

533 Elm Park 
Holdings 
(Development
s) 

12 12.4 Object  Comments relate to settlement 
of Clenchwarton on the 
Proposals Map, which we 
consider has been incorrectly 
defined.  

This error should be 
corrected to make the 
plan sound and that any 
direct assessments made 
on the basis of the 
incorrectly drawn 
settlement boundary 
should be undertaken 
again to ensure the 
evidence used to inform 
the plan is correct and 
therefore policies in the 
plan are justified. 

Not specified  Yes Noted. Detailed changes to individual settlement 
boundaries were considered during the 
plan making prcess (E8). Setting linear boundaries 
is always a matter of judgement and in many cases 
this may vary between mapping, Google and/ or 
site visits. 

No change https://west-norfolk-
consult.objective.co.uk/
kse/event/36371/peopl
esubmissions/section/s1
625822757793?consulta
tion=s1625822757793 
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534 Elm Park 
Holdings 
(Development
s) 

12 12.4 Object  The Development Boundary of 
the village of Clenchwarton is 
shown as a single irregular 
shaped area drawn around 
areas of existing housing and 
their curtilages, principally 
where these include houses 
adjacent to Main Road in a 
continuous form or around cul-
de-sac estate and connecting 
roads. There are some 
additional houses to the west of 
the defined settlement area 
that are somewhat sporadic in 
nature, being separated by 
large gaps, and more ribbon-
type development on one side 
of the road such as along 
Station Road, that are not 
defined as part of the 
settlement boundary. These 
areas being excluded is perhaps 
understandable. 

Significantly, there are 
large areas of housing to 
the east of the 
Clenchwarton defined 
settlement that are clearly 
part of the village, but that 
have somehow been 
excluded from the 
settlement boundary of 
the village. We see no 
plausable reason why 
these areas are not 
defined as part of the 
village of Clenchwarton on 
the Proposals Map.  

Not specified  Yes Noted. Detailed changes to individual settlement 
boundaries were considered during the 
plan making prcess (E8). Setting linear boundaries 
is always a matter of judgement and in many cases 
this may vary between mapping, Google and/ or 
site visits. 

No change https://west-norfolk-
consult.objective.co.uk/
kse/event/36371/peopl
esubmissions/section/s1
625822757793?consulta
tion=s1625822757793 
 

535 Elm Park 
Holdings 
(Development
s) 

12 12.4 Object  Committed housing site within 
this part of Clenchwarton, one 
that our client is in the process 
of constructing and which itself 
should also be included within 
the settlement boundary. This 
is standard practice for Local 
Plan proposals maps that are 
positively prepared. Application 
17/01632/RMM is an extant 
planning permission for 40 new 
residential dwellings off Main 
Road, Clenchwarton. 

Evidence of the extant 
permission is provided. 
The site is located outside 
what the Council have 
deemed the settlement 
boundary of 
Clenchwarton, adjacent 
existing areas of housing 
between Main Road and 
Coronation Road that are 
also excluded. 

Not specified  Yes Noted. Detailed changes to individual settlement 
boundaries were considered during the 
plan making prcess (E8). Setting linear boundaries 
is always a matter of judgement and in many cases 
this may vary between mapping, Google and/ or 
site visits. 

No change https://west-norfolk-
consult.objective.co.uk/
kse/event/36371/peopl
esubmissions/section/s1
625822757793?consulta
tion=s1625822757793 
 

536 Elm Park 
Holdings 
(Development
s) 

12 12.4.1 Object  Figure was derived from the 
Parish Area Boundary of 
Clenchwarton, the boundary of 
which includes all of the 
properties we are presenting in 
this statement as forming part 
of Clenchwarton. 

It is clear therefore from 
the evidence of the village 
that the Council have used 
to justify the settlement 
hierarchy, and how other 
villages boundaries are 
defined, that the 
properties and the area of 
the extant permission 
should all be included 
within the village of 
Clenchwarton and defined 
as such on the Proposals 
Map. 

Not specified  Yes Noted. Detailed changes to individual settlement 
boundaries were considered during the 
plan making prcess (E8). Setting linear boundaries 
is always a matter of judgement and in many cases 
this may vary between mapping, Google and/ or 
site visits. 

No change https://west-norfolk-
consult.objective.co.uk/
kse/event/36371/peopl
esubmissions/section/s1
625822757793?consulta
tion=s1625822757793 
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537 Elm Park 
Holdings 
(Development
s) 

12 12.4 Object  The Council has undertaken its 
Housing and Economic Land 
Availability Assessment update 
and assesssed whether 
potential housing sites are 
within existing villages or 
adjacent to existing settlement 
boundaries. Indeed, a site being 
less than 25 metres from a 
development boundary is an 
‘absolute constraint’ that 
meant potential development 
sites were excluded from 
further assessment. 

Assessments need to be 
reviewed again where the 
development boundary is 
found to be incorrect as 
potentially suitable sites 
could be excluded through 
the methodology and not 
assessed. 
 
Plan would not be sound 
without these 
amendments being made 
as it would be based on 
incorrect evidence and not 
adequately justified. 

Justified Yes Noted. Detailed changes to individual settlement 
boundaries were considered during the 
plan making prcess (E8). Setting linear boundaries 
is always a matter of judgement and in many cases 
this may vary between mapping, Google and/ or 
site visits. 

No change  

538 Elm Park 
Holdings 
(Development
s) 

12 12.4 Object  As part of reasssessment of 
sites in Clenchwarton, we wish 
to present our clients land to 
the north of the extant site as a 
potential housing allocation. 
This site adjoins existing 
residential dwellings to the 
north, east and south being 
bordered by the rear of 
properties on Jubilee Bank 
Road, Queens Road, Coronation 
Road and Ferry Road. The land 
can readily be connected to the 
extant site to the south, 
providing excellent non-
vehicular 6 connections to the 
main services of the village. 

Would like to discuss the 
site with the Council prior 
to submission of the Plan 
to the Secretary of State, 
or to present evidence to 
the Examination on the 
basis that the site should 
not be excluded simply for 
being away from the 
incorrectly drawn 
boundary of Clenchwarton 

Justified Yes Noted. Detailed changes to individual settlement 
boundaries were considered during the 
plan making prcess (E8). Setting linear boundaries 
is always a matter of judgement and in many cases 
this may vary between mapping, Google and/ or 
site visits. 

No change  

            
 


